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CONTINUING THE ALPHABET SERIES: I-L.  If 
you are new to the Bookmark Stitch-Along, 
you may want to visit the Accents website 
and read page 2 of the August 12th news-
letter. Accents will provide the chart and fabric for 
this design to stitchers in attendance.  You should 
bring a needle, your scissors and DMC floss colors 
310, 433, 435, 739, 744, 801 & 3326 
 

You do not need to register in advance.  Just show up 
for 12:45 pm ready to stitch.   
 

Young stitchers are welcome if they know how to stitch and 
are accompanied by an adult. 

BOOKMARK STITCH-ALONG 
SATURDAY, NOV. 5 

1:00-3:00 PM  -  FEE: FREE 

Give Thanks Fingertip Towel 
Now available from Accents.  We stitched the turkey on a yellow fingertip; the Give Thanks on a sand fingertip.  
The design would also look great on a green or a white fingertip towel.   Chart is item #1976G.     Cost is $4.00 

In going through the books last week I spotted 
these two designs in the Wedding/Anniversary cate-
gory.  Since Fred & I are nearing 50 years - and 
being aware that many of our generation are also 
approaching that milestone in their marriages – I 
thought I would showcase these designs. 
 

The Love chart ($8.50) could be stitched with a 
wedding or anniversary photograph or with the 
names and anniversary date stitched in the oval or 
with the family initial in the oval and the names 
and dates at the bottom.   
 

The 50th Anniversary sampler at left ($16.00 
chart /$42.95 chart & threads) features a beautiful 
scripture verse followed by the names and wedding 
date. 
 

So many possibilities…to celebrate a lifetime of years together! 

How to EMBROIDER 
 If you decorate fabric with thread or yarn, you are doing embroidery.   
If you make an “x” on fabric with thread,  you are creating a cross stitch 
If you stitch over an “x” printed on fabric, you are doing stamped cross stitch. 
If you use a chart with a symbol denoting a color and stitch an “x” on a piece of fabric in the place where the 
symbol denotes, you are doing Counted cross stitch.   
 

The book at left should be on your bookshelf.  It is published by TNNA (The National Needlework Association) and 
written from the embroidery perspective. It is filled with explanations (and illustrations) of fabrics, needles, fibers, 

and information about everything you need to know to embellish fabric with fibers.  In addition it features illustrations of 24 em-
broidery stitches, from backstitch to turkey work.   
                      How to Embroider, Rev. Ed. Vol. 4   (Item# 1748H   $7.50)             Currently in stock at Accents  

Great stitchers deserve great fibers  -  and Presencia (aka Finca) is one of the best fibers currently available 
in my personal opinion.  I have ordered the full line of Presencia embroidery floss.   I expect the shipment to 
arrive by mid-month.   Now you will be able to stitch your fingertip and kitchen towels without any fear of the 
floss running when the towels are washed. 
 

Presencia is made of 100% Giza 70/75 long-staple Egyptian cotton grown in the Giza Valley, home of the 
highest grade of cotton available.  Finca embroidery floss and perlé cottons are mercerized, colorfast, bleach 
fast, and shrink fast.   I can assure you they are bleach fast because I put a skein of black in a jelly-jar filled 
with 50/50 bleach & water and left it in the jar for months.  The thread disintegrated before the color bled.    

Presencia Thread 
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